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Introduction

Origins of the GSN

T

he origins of the “Global Sustainability Network” stem from the endeavours of the Joint Declaration of Religious
Leaders signed on 2 December 2014. This was a gathering of religious leaders from across various faiths, working
together to defend the dignity and freedom of the human being against the extreme forms of the globalization of indifference, such as exploitation, forced labour, prostitution, human trafficking, etc., This initiative showed, that despite the
different views religions may have about the notion of God, all are fully capable of working together to defend against
a grave evil in the world.

Initiatives and Genesis of the GSN
Under the leadership of Pope Francis, the Pontifical Academy of Social Sciences has organized a number of events to
combat modern slavery, in terms of human trafficking, forced labour, prostitution, organ trafficking, and any relationship
that fails to respect the fundamental conviction that all people are equal and have the same freedom and dignity, as a
crime against humanity. One of which was the April 2015 Plenary Session on Human Trafficking: Issues beyond Criminalisation, which ended with a series of Recommendations.
The momentum this created then led to the successful Strategic Planning Session held at Lambeth Palace in December 2015, where the mandate of the network was broadened to include global sustainability and recognise the significance of Pope Francis’ Encyclical Laudato si’, which spells out the relationship between the two emergencies of climate
change and modern slavery.
In synergy with these efforts of the religious leaders and the Encyclical Laudato si’, the United Nations recently implemented the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs), including Goal 8. These Global Goals are now a moral imperative
for the 193 UN member states.
There are many ecumenical and inter-faith initiatives already, all over the world, but none have the very concrete goal
that the Global Sustainability Network has, of the defence of human dignity and freedom, and climate stability.
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Goals of the GSN
In the light of the faith values that the religious leaders have highlighted, the goals of the Global Sustainability
Network are:
•

To promote responsible human activities, which acknowledge our obligations to respect our fellow human beings
by combating modern day slavery (human trafficking, forced labour, prostitution, organ trafficking) and to protect the planet (environmental care and climate change)

•

To develop a better interaction between economics, society and environment (People, Planet and Profit – Global
Sustainability). Developing the needs of the present without compromising the needs of the future generations.

To further its goals the Global Sustainability Network will carry out a programme of coordinated action and activity
with international organisations, governments and national authorities, civil society organisations and NGOs, as well
as people of good will around the world.

18 March Forum
As part of this programme of coordinated action the Global Sustainability Network is now organising a high-level
forum at the headquarters of the Pontifical Academy of Social Sciences, which will take place at the Casina Pio IV in
the Vatican on 18 March from 9AM to 1:30PM, followed by a lunch, to consider how leaders from the three key sectors
of Business, Government and Media can build greater global awareness of these problems and design integrated
solutions to these new emergencies.
The 18 March Forum objectives are the following:
•

To engage the sectors of “Government”, “Business” and “Media/Community” to contribute to the goals of the
Global Sustainability Network

•

For all those attending to sign a Declaration to pledge their continued support in this initiative - based on the
above objectives

•

Sign up for one of three separate meetings (Government, Business or Media/Community) that will discuss tangible ways forward

•

The goal of each meeting would be to come up with five tangible steps that could be actioned within a five-year
period to further the goals of the Global Sustainability Network. With the first step to be completed within the
first twelve months

•

All three groups would regroup under the umbrella of the Global Sustainability Network in Dubai to present their
plans and objectives for discussion.
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Programme

9.00

Introduction
Bishop Marcelo Sánchez Sorondo, Bishop Alastair Redfern and Raza Jafar

9.15

Visualizing Slavery Today
By Lisa Kristine

9.20

Speaker
Rani Hong, The Tronie Foundation

9.30

Business Panel
Raza Jafar (Chair), Luca di Montezemolo, Markus Funk, Marcela Manubens, Jochen Zeitz

10.30

Speaker
Matthew Friedman, Mekong Club

10.40

Government Panel
H.E. Amb. Jaime de Bourbon de Parme (Chair), H.E. Shaukat Aziz, Dr Mo Ibrahim, Peter Talibart

11.40

Communicating Climate Change

11.45

Media / Community
Dr Michael Shank (Chair), Dr James Cockayne, Justin Dillon, Serena Grant, Dr Aidan McQuade, Rob Riemen

12.45

Final Statement
PASS President Professor Margaret Archer

1.15

Next Steps
Bishop Marcelo Sánchez Sorondo, Bishop Alastair Redfern
Signing
Final Statement and sign up for panels 2016

1.30

Lunch
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Participants’ Biographies

Speakers/Panellists
Prof. Margaret Archer - PASS President
My research is in the area of philosophy of social science. It has
fundamentally been concerned with the “problem of structure
and agency”, that is with justifying these as irreducible entities
with their own emergent properties and powers. From that follows the question of how to theorise the interplay between society, culture, structure and its human agents and to explain how
their interaction leads to an elaboration of all three elements. To
this end, I have developed the “morphogenetic approach” within
social theory. These issues first emerged in my Social Origins of
Educational Systems (Sage, London, 1979). However, they are
most fully explored in my trilogy of books, which deal sequentially with culture, structure and agency: Culture and Agency,
1988; Realist Social Theory, 1995; and Being Human: the Problem of Agency, 2000. All of these are published by Cambridge
University Press. I am working on the manner in which human
reflexivity serves to mediate between our personal concerns
and our structural conditioning as the next stage in the above
project. The first of a new trilogy of books, Structure, Agency
and the Internal Conversation, was published again with CUP.
I now have a large grant with which to pursue the processes
of the making and breaking of human reflexivity, with parallel
projects being conducted in other countries.

Dr James Cockayne - PANELLIST
James Cockayne is a strategist, international lawyer and writer. He focuses on the role of non-state armed groups in the
international arena. A visiting lecturer at Columbia University,
a Hauser scholar at New York University School of Law, and a
University Medallist in government and public administration
at the University of Sydney, Dr. Cockayne has worked in public
service, academia and the advocacy arena. He was Co-Director
of the Center on Global Counterterrorism Cooperation, leading
their work in New York and Africa. Earlier, Dr. Cockayne served
as Principal Legal Officer in the Transnational Crime and Extradition Units in the Australian Attorney-General’s Department; as
Chair of the Editorial Committee of the Journal of International
Criminal Justice; and also as a civil society member of the multistakeholder group that established an oversight mechanism
for the International Code of Conduct for Private Security Providers.
Dr. Cockayne has at various times been a consultant and adviser to the UN Department of Peacekeeping Operations, the
World Bank, the Center on Humanitarian Dialogue, International
Alert, the Norwegian Peacebuilding Forum, the Conflict Prevention and Peace Forum, and the Global Leadership Forum.
His books include Hidden Power: The Strategic Logic of Organized Crime (Hurst, forthcoming 2016); Peace Operations and
Organized Crime: Enemies or Allies? (Routledge, 2011), edited
with Adam Lupel; and Beyond Market Forces: Regulating the
Global Security Industry (IPI, 2009).

H.E. Shaukat Aziz - PANELLIST
Former Prime Minister of Pakistan. His Excellency Mr. Shaukat
Aziz was elected as Prime Minister of Pakistan and served from
2004 – 2007, following five years as Finance Minister from 1999.
Mr. Aziz was the first Prime Minister of Pakistan to complete a
full term in office. Mr. Aziz restored his country’s credibility at
home and abroad and is renowned for his strategic approach,
structural reforms, transparency and ability to focus on what
is best, not simply what is politically expedient. His policies
were based on the principals of liberalization, deregulation and
privatization, accompanied by strong regulatory oversight. Mr.
Aziz’s tenure was marked by high economic growth, increase in
per capita income, reduction in poverty, an upsurge in investments and improved debt and economic indicators.
After graduating from Gordon College, Rawalpindi in 1967, Mr.
Aziz gained a MBA degree from the Institute of Business Administration, University of Karachi. An internship at Citibank
marked the beginning of a 30 year career in global finance,
encompassing roles in Pakistan, Greece, United States, United Kingdom, Malaysia, Philippines, Jordan, Saudi Arabia and
Singapore. As Executive Vice President, he held several senior
management positions in Citibank including head of institutional banking for Central Eastern Europe, the Middle East and
Africa and later for Asia Pacific, followed by Chief Executive of
the banks global wealth management business. Mr. Aziz is a
member of several boards and advisory boards of various commercial and non-profit entities around the world. Mr. Aziz’s new
book, From Banking to the Thorny Politics, with be released on
May 26th 2016.

Justin Dillon - PANELLIST
CEO and founder of Made in a Free World. He helps find new
places to go and helps get the team there. He was a professional songwriter/performing musician for most of his life, which
means he liked to make things that have never been made before and share them with others.
In 2008, Justin made his directorial debut in the film, “CALL+RESPONSE,” which revealed the world’s 27 million dirtiest secrets:
there are more slaves today than ever before in human history.
The “rockumentary” was one of the top documentaries of the
year and combined commentary by social luminaries, such as
Cornell West and Nicholas Kristoff with musical performances
by artists such as Moby, Natasha Bedingfield, and Matisyahu.
The film has been seen by over 400,000 people in public venues
and has raised over $250,000 for front-line groups helping to
free slaves and rehabilitate victims.
In 2011, Justin founded the non-profit organization Slavery Footprint. Partnering with the U.S. State Department, they launched,
a multiple-award-winning website that asks the question, “How
Many Slaves Work For You?” The website, and associated mobile app, allows consumers to visualize how their consumption
habits are connected to modern-day slavery and provides them
with an opportunity to have a conversation with the companies
that manufacture the goods they purchase.
In December 2011, Slavery Footprint was the recipient of a firstof-its-kind grant by Google.org, which funded the creation of
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a $1.8 million unified initiative to implement aggressive, metrics-oriented programs to fight modern-day slavery in the United States and abroad. On the back of the great success of Slavery Footprint, Justin went on to found Made In A Free World and
serves today as its CEO.
Justin has appeared on and been covered by CNN, Katie Couric,
Dr. Phil, MSNBC, New York Times, Glamour, Cosmopolitan, Ad
Week, CBS, Fox, NPR, Washington Post, Rolling Stone, Fast
Company and others. He has spoken at the White House, UN,
Clinton Global Initiative, Global Philanthropy Forum, Harvard,
Princeton, Stanford, and many other venues. He has also served
on advisory groups for the UN, State Department, and White
House.

than 100 law-related academic and popular articles, as well
as chapters on a wide variety of topics, Markus has authored
a number of critically acclaimed books and guides, including:
Child Exploitation and Human Trafficking: Examining the Global
Challenges and US Responses.
Serena Grant - PANELLIST
Serena is a Director at the Thomson Reuters Foundation which
tackles the issue of human trafficking and slavery through its
four programmes. The Foundation sheds light on human trafficking and slavery through its news service trust.org and annual conference Trust Women; facilitates free legal advice and research for NGOs through its global pro bono service TrustLaw;
and trains journalists to report on the topic through its Media
development programme. Serena runs TrustLaw, the Thomson
Reuters Foundation’s global pro bono legal service that brings
together the best legal minds to help NGOs tackle the issues
that matter. TrustLaw has worked on over 100 cross-border
research programmes that address issues including slavery in
the fishing industry; laws regulating the treatment of domestic workers; compensation for trafficking victims and legal tools
to help victims of trafficking in India (to name a few). Serena
also plays an active role in the Trust Women Conference, the
Foundation’s annual conference on human trafficking, slavery
and women’s rights. Through Trust Women, Serena helped lead
a Financial Working Group in partnership with Manhattan District Attorney, Cyrus Vance, bringing together US banks, law
enforcement and NGOs to identify the types of financial transactions linked to human trafficking. This working group issued
guidance which has lead to banks identifying data that has been
used to prosecute human trafficking crimes. Prior to joining the
Foundation, Serena worked as a corporate lawyer for international law firms in London, Sydney and Tokyo.

Matthew Friedman - SPEAKER
Matt Friedman is an international human trafficking expert with
more than 27 years of experience as an activist, program designer, evaluator, and manager. He is currently the Chief Executive
Officer for The Mekong Club, an organization of Hong Kongbased private sector business people who have joined forces to
fight human trafficking in Asia, which he also co-founded. From
2006 to 2012, Friedman was the Regional Project Manager of
the United Nations Inter-Agency Project on Human Trafficking
(UNIAP) in Thailand, an inter-agency coordinating body that
links the United Nations system with governments and civil society groups in China, Cambodia, Lao PDR, Myanmar, Thailand,
and Vietnam. Prior to this (1991-2006), Friedman worked for the
United States Agency for International Development (USAID)
in Thailand, Bangladesh and Nepal. During this period, he designed and managed both country and regional human trafficking programs, helped to establish a counter- trafficking regional
training center, and participated in resource mobilization and
production of two award-winning international films about sex
trafficking in Nepal and India.
Friedman is also a technical advisor to numerous governments
working to stop slavery. He is the author of eleven books, on
subjects ranging from human trafficking to the ancient art of
Bangladesh metal casting.

Rani Hong - SPEAKER
Rani Hong is a survivor of child trafficking and one of the world’s
leading voices in the fight against modern-day slavery.
At the age of seven, Rani was stolen from her mom and sold into
the slave trade in India. By age eight, her physical condition and
emotional state were so dire that she was near death. No longer
of any value to her slave owner, she was sold into illegal adoption.
Rani was adopted into a stable American home in Washington
State, where she began to find healing and a sense of personal
freedom. She was finally reunited with her mother in 1999, and
began her advocacy work against human trafficking.
In 2006, Rani founded the Tronie Foundation, a non-profit global
organization focused on driving awareness of human trafficking
and slavery, with her husband Trong Hong, also a survivor of
child trafficking.
The Tronie Foundation has been at the forefront of an international effort to eradicate the use of slave labor in all aspects of
business. It has worked on behalf of people at risk of exploitation
– protecting and empowering vulnerable groups, and educating
businesses and consumers about modern day slavery. Rani and
the Tronie Foundation created the Freedom Seal, the world’s first
visual marker companies can use to clearly communicate to consumers they are actively taking steps to prevent forced labor and
human trafficking in their practices.
Rani’s role as a leader in fighting slavery has catalyzed change,
including over 7 speeches before the UN General Assembly and
various world leaders, acting as special advisor to the United
Nations Global Initiative to Fight Human Trafficking (UN.GIFT),
establishing the first ever World Day Against Trafficking in Persons, helping Washington state to become the first in the nation
to pass anti-trafficking legislation, and numerous broadcast and
media interviews including The Oprah Winfrey Show, CNN, BBC,
Euro News and other international media. Today, Rani dedicates

Markus Funk - PANELLIST
Markus Funk is the founding Co-Chair of Perkins Coie’s Supply
Chain Compliance and Africa practices (the first such dedicated
practice among the largest 100 law firms), the founding Chair
of the American Bar Association’s Anti-Trafficking Task Force
(2007), Colorado’s “Best Overall Litigator” (2015), “10 Best Attorneys for the State of Illinois” (2014), and “Lawyer of the Year”
(2013). Prior to joining the firm, Markus served as a decorated federal anti-corruption prosecutor, Section Chief with the
U.S. State Department-Balkans, clerk with the federal court of
appeals and district court, and law professor at, among other
institutions, Oxford University, Northwestern, and the University of Chicago. During his time in public service, Markus and
his team prosecuted “Operation Family Secrets,” which National
Public Radio lauded as “one of the most important criminal investigations . . . in American history” (the 1995 movie “Casino”
was based on the charged criminal activities). In recognition of
his service while abroad, the U.S. Department of State conferred
upon Markus its “Superior Honor Award,” which is the highest
general service award the State Department confers (Markus
has the distinction of being the only person to have received
both the Department of Justice’s prestigious Attorney General’s
Award for Nation’s top trial performance and the State Department’s Superior Honor Award for service to the country). In addition to leading over 400 investigations for the US Government
and private companies of all sizes, many involving the exploitation of children and supply chain abuses, and to being the architect of over 100 compliance programs, Markus authored more
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her time and energy to efforts that lead toward a greater global
understanding about slavery. Rani continues to speak for those
without a voice and inspires millions of people to fight against
human trafficking. She also started an alliance to help other survivors speak up against slavery.

lecturer and guest speaker at numerous national and international conferences.
Dr Aidan McQuade - PANELLIST
Director of Anti-Slavery International, writer Reporter magazine. Aidan McQuade is Director of Anti-Slavery International,
the oldest international human rights organisation in the world.
During his tenure as Director, achievements have included
holding the state of Niger to account in an international court
for failing to protect its citizens from slavery, obtaining a new
statute in British law proscribing forced labour, and mounting a
series of investigations identifying where forced labour is used
in the developing world for the production of goods for western
markets as well as exposing human trafficking activity in the UK.
Aidan’s biography reflects his life-long commitment, passion
and vision for the relief of human suffering with his significant
achievements in enabling and empowering the oppressed to
find their voice in determining practical and sustainable solutions to their particular circumstance – be that man-made or
natural.

Dr Mohamed “Mo” Ibrahim - PANELLIST
Sudanese-British mobile communications entrepreneur and
billionaire. He worked for several other telecommunications
companies before founding Celtel, which when sold had over 24
million mobile phone subscribers in 14 African countries. After
selling Celtel in 2005 for $3.4 billion, he set up the Mo Ibrahim
Foundation to encourage better governance in Africa, as well
as creating the Mo Ibrahim Index, to evaluate nations’ performance. He is also a member of the Africa Regional Advisory
Board of London Business School.
In 2007 he initiated the Mo Ibrahim Prize for Achievement in African Leadership, which awards a $5 million initial payment, and
a $200,000 annual payment for life to African heads of state
who deliver security, health, education and economic development to their constituents and democratically transfer power to
their successors. Dr Ibrahim has pledged to give at least half of
his wealth to charity by joining The Giving Pledge.
According to the Forbes 2011 Billionaire List, Mo Ibrahim is
worth $1.8 billion, making him the 692nd richest person in the
world. Mo Ibrahim was also selected for the TIME “Top 100” list
in 2008.

Luca di Montezemolo - PANELLIST
Mr. Montezemolo is Chairman of Alitalia, Vice President of Unicredit, President of the Rome 2024 Olympic Games Bidding
Committee and Chairman of Telethon, one of the main Italian
charities that aims to fund research on muscular dystrophies
and genetic diseases
He is a Member of the Board of Directors the luxury French
Group KERING and Coesia.
He is one of the founders and main shareholders of NTV (Nuovo Trasporto Viaggiatori), the first European private high-speed
railway company where he served as President until 2012.
He is Honorary Chairman, board member and controlling shareholder of Montezemolo & Partners SGR Spa, the vehicle that
acts as the esclusive promoter and manager of the Charme
Funds, a group of Private Equity Funds founded in 2003 and
reserved for institutional investors with assets under management as of today in the range of 1 bln euros and with average
returns exceeeding 2x the capital invested.
He was Chairman of Ferrari S.p.A. from 1991 to 2014 and Chairman of Fiat S.p.A. from 2004 to 2010, President of Confindustria
from 2004 to 2008 and President of LUISS University until 2010.
He served as both Chairman and CEO of Maserati S.p.A. from
1997 to 2005 and from 1998 to 2008 he was President of the
Bologna International Trade Fair.
He started his career working with the Chiomenti law firm in
Rome and then joined Bergreen & Bergreen in New York. Between 1973 and 1977, he worked as Assistant to Enzo Ferrari
and Team Manager of the Maranello racing team, winning two
Formula 1 world driver’s championships with Niki Lauda in 1975
and 1977. Between 1977 and 1981, he was Senior Vice President
of External Relations of the Fiat Group. Between 1981 and 1983,
he served as CEO of Itedi S.p.A., the holding company for all Fiat
Group publishing activities, including the daily newspaper La
Stampa. From 1984 to 1986, he was CEO of Cinzano International S.p.A. in Geneva and in charge of organizing Azzurra, the first
Italian yacht to compete in the America’s Cup. He was General
Director of the Organizing Committee of the 1990 Italian World
Cup Football Championship. From 1990 to 1991, he was CEO of
RCS Video and a Member of the Board of Directors of TF1, the
most important French television channel. He also served as
President of the Industrialists of the Province of Modena for 6
years, until June 2002, and President of FIEG – Federazione Italiana Editori Giornali (Italian Newspaper Publishers Association)
until July 2004.
He is a Cavaliere del Lavoro and in 2008 the President of the
French Republic awarded him the title of Commandeur de la Lé-

Raza Jafar - PANELLIST
Raza is the CEO and founder of Enshaa, Chairman of Signature
Clubs International, Palazzo Versace Dubai and Kele Contracting; founder and Vice-Chairman of Emirates Investment Group
(EIG).
Founder of EIG in 2003, the company partnership ventures have
included Enshaa, Emirates Global Islamic Bank, Emirates Tarian
Capital (Singapore),Empire Aviation Group and Takaful Insurance(Pakistan).
Raza is a member of the Global Philanthropic Circle and passionately supports several charities under his ‘strategic philanthropy’ ethos. These include Walk Free, Synergos, Education
for Employment and the IDP Foundation. He applies his talents
for identifying opportunities, strategising and finding solutions
in business, to his non-profit work, not only making a financial
commitment but also investing time, his global network and experience to encourage efficiency and result-driven outcomes.
Marcela Manubens - PANELLIST
Global Vice President for Social Impact at Unilever. She leads
the strategy and implementation of the new Enhancing Livelihoods ambitions of the Unilever Sustainable Living Plan, Including Women’s Empowerment and Fairness, including the implementation of the UN Guiding Principles on Business and Human
Rights. Marcela is Vice-Chair of the Global Agenda Council on
Human Rights at WEF. She is a member of Hillary Clinton’s International Council on Women’s Business Leadership and a
member of the Advisory Group on Human Rights to UK Foreign
Secretary. Marcela participated in initiatives to eradicate sweatshops and advance human rights. She was a member of the Fair
Labour Association (FLA) Board of Directors and its Executive
Committee and chaired the Board of Global Social Compliance
Programme (GSCP) for three years. Marcela gave testimony in
the US Congress as an expert witness upon the invitation of
the Congressional Human Rights Caucus and represented US
business in the launching of the Global Report on Child Labor by
the ILO at the UN. Marcela taught Business and Human Rights
at Columbia University, and Macroeconomics at the Business
School of Universidad de Belgrano, Argentina. She has been a
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gion d’Honneur. In 2001 he was elected “man of the year” by The
Automobile, the most important US automobile magazine, and
in 2002 by Autocar, the prestigious English magazine. He was
nominated by Financial Times as one of the fifty best managers
in the world in 2003, 2004 and 2005. He was named “European
Manager of the Year” for 2012 by the European Business Press
Federation (EBP). In 2015 he inducted in the Automotive Hall of
Fame, the most prestigious international award of this sector,
for his significant impact on the automotive industry.

realised freedom, as a real quality of the human being and not mere
potentiality, should be the criterion to be employed in the analysis of
Christian history.
Dr Michael Shank - PANELLIST
Expertise: Energy and Environmental Policy; US Foreign Policy;
Central, South and Southeast Asia; Horn of Africa; Middle East;
Poverty, Income Inequality and Violence
In-Country Work: Afghanistan, Australia, Austria, Cameroon,
Cuba, France, Germany, India, Indonesia, Iran, Italy, Jordan, Lebanon, Malaysia, Morocco, Netherlands, Pakistan, Philippines,
Poland, Singapore, Somalia, South Korea, Spain, Syria, Turkey,
Venezuela and Yemen.
Michael Shank, Ph.D., is Head of Communications for the UN
Sustainable Development Solutions Network in New York City.
Previous roles include serving as Director of Media Strategy at
Climate Nexus, Associate Director for Legislative Affairs at the
Friends Committee on National Legislation, and US Congressman Michael Honda’s Senior Policy Advisor and Communications Director. Michael’s Ph.D. from George Mason University’s
School for Conflict Analysis and Resolution is on Climate Conflict.
Michael is Adjunct Assistant Professor at New York University
School of Professional Studies’ Center for Global Affairs, Adjunct Faculty and a Board Member at George Mason University’s School for Conflict Analysis and Resolution, and Senior Fellow at the JustJobs Network.
Michael is a former columnist for the Washington Post and US
News & World Report, a regular contributor to USA Today, The
Guardian, TIME Magazine, MSNBC, Newsweek, among others,
and is an on-air analyst for CNN, FOX News, CCTV, Al Jazeera, and
RT.

Bishop Alastair Redfern - Church of England
The Rt. Revd. Dr. Alastair Redfern has been Bishop of Derby
since 2005. He has expertise in the fields of theology, church
history, social justice, clergy training, leadership and spirituality. He is an accomplished speaker, lecturer and teacher, and
an author of books and papers on a variety of Christian themes.
Dr Redfern is a member of the House of Lords and is the Church
of England’s spokesman for international development. He sat
on the joint parliamentary select committee for the draft modern slavery bill and supported the legislation through Parliament until the Royal Assent of the Modern Slavery Act 2015.
Dr Redfern is the Independent Chair for the Anti-Slavery Commissioner’s Advisory Panel and the Vice-Chair of the Anglican
Alliance.
Rob Riemen - PANELLIST
Rob Riemen (1962) is a writer, cultural philosopher and the
founder and president of the Nexus Institute. The Nexus Institute is a leading intellectual center for intellectual reflection
that aims to inspire the Western cultural and philosophical debate through its events and publications. He is the author of Nobility of Spirit, a Forgotten Ideal (in 18 languages), The Eternal
Return of Fascism (in 8 languages), The University of Life (in 3
languages) and forthcoming is his book The Return of Europa.
Her Tears, Deeds and Dreams.

Peter Talibart - PANELLIST
Pete Talibart is an international labour and employment lawyer
and equity partner of Seyfarth Shaw LLP, an 800 lawyer law firm
based in the United States. He is the managing partner of the
firm’s London office. He is a qualified lawyer in both Canada and
the UK and is a dual national of those countries. He is an Officer of the International Bar Association, where he sits on the
Employment and Industrial Relations Law Committee and he is
listed as a distinguished Canadian in the Canadian Who’s Who.
Mr. Talibart is global employment counsel to major multinationals and financial institutions on strategic cross-border employment issues. His expertise is in all aspects of UK and cross-border employment law, in particular corporate restructuring,
mergers and acquisitions, corporate governance (employment),
privatization (employment), financial services compliance and
ethical issues and the comparative analysis of employment and
labour law systems. He has been the lead adviser on some of the
largest complex HR related transactions in the world, covering
up to 150 legal jurisdictions on a single matter. He has redesigned a national labour law system and has advised jurisdictions on both prospective legal architecture and implications of
noncompliance with core ILO standards for international trade
relations.
Mr. Talibart was the strategic legal adviser to the international
human rights charity STOP THE TRAFFIK, and legal adviser to
the Church of England, in relation to the complex supply chains
provision of the Modern Slavery Act in its passage through the
Houses of Commons and Lords in the United Kingdom. He gave
evidence before two parliamentary Committees on the relationship between directors duties, corporate social responsibility,
shareholder protection and the evolution of modern legal systems. He has characterized the growth of Human Trafficking
around the world as a catastrophic failure of the international
legal system. He has recently designed and competed a project

Bishop Marcelo Sánchez Sorondo - PAS and PASS Chancellor
My early work centred around an innovative examination of the primary function of the idea of participation in the core theological approach of St. Thomas Aquinas, especially with regard to the crucial
point of the question of the “participation (of man) in the divine nature” (2 Pt 1:4). The main and new conclusion was that man, because
he is free, i.e. causa sui, is his own cause in the order of the re-creation not only of his own growth but also of the communication
(κοινωνια) of divine grace to another human being, to a “you” who
freely wants that grace. As a subsequent follower of the contemporary philosophical current which seeks the “rehabilitation” of Aristotle, I emphasized that the “Stagirite” was the first to expound a positive notion of spiritual reality beginning with the human experience
of superior activities such as feeling, thinking, wanting and enjoying.
Aristotle did this through his meta-categories of power (δυναμις)
and energy (ενεργεια) which, although they serve initially to explain
move ment, subsequently allow a metaphysical explanation of the
living human subject, of the suffering and acting “self” - a question discussed in detail by modern philosophy. Drawing upon the
most recent developments in critical research into the structure of
the thought of Aristotle (N. Hartman, P. Ricoeur and my teacher C.
Fabro), I examined the different interpretations of this philosopher,
especially those propounded during the medieval period by Thomas
Aquinas and during the modern era by Hegel. In his Encyclopaedia
(482) Hegel rightly observes that no concept has been more subject
to misunderstanding than that of freedom, which expresses the essence of the spirit. This was the new anthropological idea that the
classical world, including Aristotle, was light years away from. For
this reason, I have recently argued, “realised freedom” or freedom
achieved by the truth (John Paul II) became the new criterion for the
hermeneutics of history, culture and religions. I also proposed that
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for STOP THE TRAFFIK that has resulted in leading Lawyers
in 27 countries preparing draft Human Trafficking corporate
disclosure laws that were published in the Financial Times for
the consideration of national legislatures- the point being that
the alignment of domestic legal systems to disrupt the financial benefits of Human Trafficking is readily achievable, in most
cases with a demonstrably modest amendment to existing legal
frameworks.
Mr. Talibart is a popular speaker and has lectured in the United
States, Europe, the Middle East, Africa and Australia on international employment law issues. He has appeared on BBC Television News and has been quoted in major British, French and
German newspapers including, The Times, The Financial Times,
The Independent, The Guardian and The Sunday Telegraph. He
has been published widely in various HR and employment law
journals in the UK and in the U.S. His cutting edge legal work
has been recognized several times by legal awards panels. Seyfarth Shaw LLP acts for over 60 per cent of US Fortune 500
companies. The International Employment Law practice of the
firm is the largest of its kind in the world and has won multiple
awards in recognition of its unique offering. The Firm itself is
constantly recognized as a world leader in the area of technological innovation in the delivery of international legal services.
Mr. Talibart is a former Rugby Union player, was Athlete of the
Year at his University and holds a silver medal from the World
Masters Games.

net, education technology and e-content space.
As a former shareholder, director and C-suite Executive of the
Banawi Industrial Group, Waleed is well acquainted with typical
corporate needs in the areas of attracting and maintaining talent. He has faced a variety of business challenges in the fast
growing Middle East economy and chose to be proactive about
delivering solutions to alleviate the gap between education and
employment among the Arab youth.
Waleed has actively led and participated in several not-forprofit and educational organizations and initiatives. Waleed has
spearheaded the “Next Generation Conference” covering topics
such as the youth bulge, and educational and employment challenges facing the Arab World, which was held under the patronage of Queen Rania Al-Abdullah. He was a presidential delegate
from Saudi Arabia to attend the U.S. Presidential Summit on Entrepreneurship in Washington D.C. in 2010.
Waleed takes on active participation and leadership role in the
following key organizations: Chairman MENA, Young Presidents’ Organization (YPO), 2009-2011; Vice Chairman of the
Supervisory Board, Jeddah Chamber of Commerce and Industry, JCCI (2006-2009); Director, (Global Board), Education for
Employment Foundation; Director, INJAZ al-Arab/Saudi Arabia
(2009-2013); Founding member, Advisory Board, Ashoka Arab
World; Member, Scientific Advisory Board (Arab Regional Agenda on Improving Education Quality – ALECSO); Member, International Institute for Strategic Studies (IISS), London; Entrepreneur-in-Residence, INSEAD Centre for Entrepreneurship (ICE);
Board member, Reserveout; Member, Advisory Council, MENA,
United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR).

Jochen Zeitz - PANELLIST
Jochen Zeitz is Co-Founder and Co-Chair of The B Team and
Founder of the Zeitz Foundation for Intercultural Ecosphere
Safety to support sustainable solutions that balance conservation, community, culture and commerce. Zeitz is also a Director and Chairman of the Sustainability Committee for Kering,
Harley-Davidson and Wilderness. Prior to this, Zeitz served 18
years as Chairman and CEO at PUMA, during which he turned
it from an undesired brand nearing bankruptcy into one of the
top 3 brands in the sporting goods industry. Zeitz believes in
contributing to a new paradigm of corporate social and environmental sustainability and while CEO at PUMA, he conceived
the ground-breaking Environmental Profit and Loss account
that puts monetary value on impacts across a business’s supply chain. In 2013, Zeitz established the Zeitz Museum of Contemporary Art Africa (Zeitz MOCAA) in Cape Town to preserve
and exhibit contemporary art from Africa and its Diaspora. As a
published author, Zeitz co-wrote The Manager and The Monk
with Anselm Grün and The Breakthrough Challenge: 10 Ways
to Connect Today’s Profits with Tomorrow’s Bottom Line with
John Elkington. Zeitz has received numerous awards during his
career, including strategist of the year for three years in a row by
The Financial Times. He was awarded the Federal Cross of Merit
of the Republic of Germany in 2004.

Imran Allawala
Imran Allawala is a businessman and philanthropist based in Karachi, Pakistan. He hails from a well-known corporate family in
Pakistan, involved in diverse businesses and interests across the
region. He strongly believes in Corporate Social Responsibility.
However, he believes that corporate executives should contribute
personally as well to the well being of humanity – not only financially but also in-person by contributing time in noble activities.
Imran firmly believes that for sustainable development and everlasting peace, efforts to tackle climate change must be prioritised
by everyone: political leaders, business executives and everyone
in every walk of life. Climate change is real and the devastating effects of climate change like unusual floods and continuous smog
are already affecting several regions, including Pakistan and the
adjoining region. Further, human trafficking, which is the number
one source of modern slavery, is a cause of moral concern for everyone. He looks forward towards listening to ideas and finding
ways to tackle both the urgencies.
Abdul Aziz Al-Yaqout
Senior Partner with Meysan Partners, and one of the Middle
East’s most prominent lawyers, having advised some of the most
successful businesses and public sector organizations operating in the region. Mr. Al-Yaqout has established a leading capital
markets practice in Kuwait, which advises on all types of capital
markets transactions including initial public offerings (IPOs) and
public take-overs as well as capital markets compliance matters.
He has advised on a number of capital markets and corporate
regulations, including co-authoring the Kuwait Companies Law.
Mr. Al-Yaqout ‘s practice also focuses on mergers and acquisitions and the representation of corporate clients and financial
investors in acquisitions, divestures and joint venture projects as
well as pre- and post-merger restructurings.

Participants
Waleed ALBanawi
Waleed ALBanawi is the Founder & Chairman of JISR Venture
Partners, an investment company focused on early and growth
stage investments led by high impact entrepreneurs who provide cutting edge digital solutions that also contribute to positive social impact.
JISR seeks to boost economic growth and generate returns by
investing with, empowering and supporting high-impact visionary entrepreneurs in MENA and globally. Specifically, those who
are building agile, socially impactful, industry disrupting companies in new media, marketplaces, e-commerce, consumer inter-
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He also has deep experience in restructuring matters, including
out-of-court workouts and reorganizations, and regularly represents insolvency administrators, distressed companies, lending
institutions, private equity funds, purchasers of distressed equity
and debt, and secured and unsecured creditors.

on sustainable human development. He has invented an algorithm of immaterial value named “7-D value” and created a new
model of “Systemic Economy”. Michel is a visionary consultant
and a renowned speaker: he is the author of a weekly column in
Le Soir – Demain La Terre (positive economy blog) and 11 books.

Ginnie Carlier
Assurance Partner, Ernst & Young, Dubai. Partner in Ernst &
Young Middle East & North Africa practice for nearly five years
and prior to that was part of the Ernst & Young US practice for
15 years, including two years as a Partner.
She currently serves as an Audit Partner in Ernst & Young,
Dubai.
She holds a Bachelor of Business Administration degree with
majors in accounting and marketing.
She is a Member of the American Institute of Certified Public
Accountants and a Capital Markets leader for EY Middle East &
North Africa practice for two years. She has been Diversity and
Inclusiveness leader for EY Middle East & North Africa practice for three years and Europe, Middle East, India and Africa
(EMEIA) People Leader for Assurance – driving and managing
the People and Resource strategy for over 27,000 employees.
She is a Member of EY EMEIA Assurance Leadership Team.

Elliott Donnelley
Founding General Partner of the White Sand Investor Group, LP,
a 5th generation investment partnership of the Chicago based
RR Donnelley family. As an investor of both his personal and
family’s assets, Mr. Donnelley has increasingly focused on the
nexus between investment for financial return and investment
for social and environmental impact and is actively investing in
innovative companies in Silicon Valley and beyond that promise
to have a significant impact on our society and planet.
From 2006 to 2007, Mr. Donnelley attended the Philanthropy
Workshop West and from 2009 to 2011 served as the Co-Chairman of its Board of Trustees. Mr. Donnelley is also a member of
the Board of Trustees of Synergos and a member of its Global
Philanthropist Circle – a network of over 90 leading Global Philanthropic Families that was launched in 2001 by David Rockefeller and his daughter Peggy Dulany.
In addition, Mr. Donnelley serves on the board of The LGT Venture Philanthropy Foundation, a leading impact investment platform launched by the Royal Family of Lichtenstein, as well as on
the board of Stanford’s Global Project Center where he is engaged in promoting research on innovative models in philanthropy and impact investing.
From 1989-1991 Mr. Donnelley lived and worked in Beijing at
the University of Aeronautics and Astronautics; he now travels
to China and Europe nearly once a month where he advises a
number of organizations and individuals and where he works to
promotes best practices in philanthropy and impact investing.
Mr. Donnelley has appeared as a speaker, moderator and facilitator at conferences in the US, Europe and China including the
Global Philanthropy Forum, The UBS Art of Philanthropy Forum,
the Bo Ao Forum, The San Ya Forum, the Caijing Annual Conference, The Oxford Smith School of Enterprise and Environment
Impact Investing Conference, Stanford’s Global Project Center’s
Impact Alpha conference, The China-US Strategic Philanthropy
Workshop and The US-China Philanthropy Summit.

H.R.H. Prince Jaime de Bourbon de Parme
Ambassador to the Holy See, Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the
Netherlands.
Jaime de Bourbon de Parme was formally the Special Envoy on
Natural Resources at the Netherlands Ministry of Foreign Affairs.
His main focus was long-term and sustainable security of supply
of energy, metals and minerals. He set up the Conflict Free Tin
Initiative, which brings traceable minerals from conflict prone
areas in Congo to the international market. He brokered a deal
with Bolivia, which has the greatest deposits of lithium in the
world, to help industrialize their lithium sector. He also founded the Responsible Mining Index. Concurrently he is a member
of the advisory boards of the World Resources Institute and
the Responsible Mining Index and he joined the Global Agenda
Council on Responsible Mining of the World Economic Forum. He
was selected by the World Economic Forum (WEF) as a Young
Global Leader in 2007. Previously, Jaime de Bourbon de Parme
was responsible at the Netherlands Ministry of Foreign Affairs
for peacekeeping operations in Africa. He was a member of the
Cabinet and Political Advisor to Commissioner Kroes, European
Commissioner for Competition. He worked in the field as Political
Advisor to the Dutch Commander of the NATO Peacekeeping
Mission in Northern Afghanistan. As a diplomat he helped to set
up the Netherlands Embassy in Baghdad. He was an Interviewer
for a documentary series on war economies in Sierra Leone, Liberia and Congo. He worked as an analyst for ABN AMRO Bank
in Latin America. Before starting his masters he volunteered to
work for the International Red Cross in the aftermath of Hurricane Mitch in Honduras. Jaime holds an MA with distinction from
Johns Hopkins University Paul H. Nitze School of Advanced International Studies (SAIS) and a BA with honors from Brown University.

James Ewins QC
James Ewins is a London-based barrister and a Fellow of the
Centre for Social Justice (CSJ), serving as Deputy Chair of
their Slavery Working Group. Working with first CSJ and later a
Joint Select Committee of the House of Commons and House of
Lords, he was instrumental in the formation of the UK’s Modern
Slavery Act (2015). From 2009-2010 James led the Bangalore
(India) office of International Justice Mission (IJM), a global organisation working to protect the poor from violence by partnering with local authorities. In this position, he co-ordinated
field operations to rescue, release and rehabilitate victims of
bonded labour slavery, in partnership with local law enforcement. He also co-ordinated research and analysis on the collaborative casework model used by IJM to strengthen justice
systems and support the reintegration of survivors into society.
James continues to serve as an advocate for IJM UK, speaking
to churches, law firms and political bodies about injustice and
IJM’s international casework.

Michel de Kemmeter
Belgian entrepreneur, real estate investor and author from
Ghent. He started in the field of specialized renovation. Since
2005 he researches and writes about personal development, intangible assets and human sustainable development.
He is the founder of UHDR UniverseCity, an organization based

MP Frank Field
Was elected Member of Parliament for Birkenhead and has
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since displayed a unique attachment to his constituency. From
1969-79, Frank worked as Director of the Child Poverty Action
Group, during which time it became one of the premier pressure
groups in the country.
In 1974 he also became Director of the Low Pay Unit until 1980.
The Unit was established to make sure wages councils properly
protected the rights of workers in certain industries. It was the
first to campaign for a national minimum wage, along with Rodney Bickerstaffe, the former general secretary of the National
Union of Public Employees, now Unison; a goal that was eventually achieved in 1998.

‘Business Alliance for the Future’. Founding Director ‘Conscious
Capitalism UK’. Board Director ‘Charter for Compassion’.Coach
& Consultant ‘Future Considerations’ & Other.
Professionally, Darshita is a chartered accountant, coach & consultant, global system integrator, and entrepreneur.
Darshita’s life journey is an embodiment of the transition ‘from
the bottom 1%, to the top 1%, for 100% of the planet’.
She is a millennial, Indian woman, born in Mumbai, into the lowest social caste of a poor non-English speaking conservative
Hindu family. She then qualified with one of the largest foreign
banks, Standard Chartered.
As her perspectives widened, her path shifted to ‘upgrading the
human operating system’. She re-trained as a leadership coach
& facilitator, working with entrepreneurs, leaders & organisations including through intensive developmental ‘Immersion’
journeys. A growing sense that leadership development alone
was neither a full-deployment of her capacities nor the primary
route for effecting optimal systemic change, Darshita co-founded Blu-Dot - a global-system integration service provider & incubator, as a vehicle to address complex business and societal
challenges in a more sustainable, conscious, and strategic way.

Charlotte Finn
VP, Salesforce.Org EMEA
Charlotte and her team are responsible for Salesforce.org programs, grants, Salesforce employee volunteering and marketing
in EMEA.
Salesforce has a long history of giving technology, financial resources and employee time to nonprofits through its 1-1-1 model
of integrated corporate philanthropy. Since its inception in 1999,
Salesforce technology has powered more than 25,000 nonprofit
and higher education institutions; the Foundation has provided
more than $85 million in grants; and Salesforce employees have
logged more than 920,000 volunteer hours globally.

Romy Hawatt
Founder & Owner of Airways Aviation Group, world leader
in flight training Romy Hawatt is a leading entrepreneur best
known for cultivating innovation and transforming start-up and
fledgling businesses into successful multi-million dollar commercial projects. He is also active in philanthropy and continues
to develop and support various water, education, orphanage
and other projects in the Middle east and Africa.
Hawatt has maintained a substantial focus on education & training as being the substantive pathway to poverty alleviation and
self determination on both the micro and macro levels and has a
strong interest in supporting youth and further education generally.
Hawatt’s is credited with a major role the development the
world’s largest creative / digital media educator, SAE Institute
www.sae.edu which was sold in 2011 to Navitas and offers programs to more than 12,000 students in across more than 25
countries.
He is also an experienced helicopter pilot and has taken his
passion for flying to new heights building and leveraging his
industry experience & profile in developing a new and unique
aviation education model as the Founder and CEO of Airways
Aviation. Hawatt has resided in the UAE since 2004 and manages his global group of companies and general business and
charity interests in Europe, Asia, Australia and the Middle East
from his Headquarters in Dubai.

Rabbi Moshe Garelik
Founder of Rabbinical Center of Europe, from Brussels. Activist
for entrepreneurship and international relations in the European
Union.
He carried out his rabbinical studies in the USA (1987-1988 /
1993), France (1989-1992) and Israel (1994) and was ordained
Rabbi in Australia (1995). He taught and successfully ran several projects in South Africa, Asia and Central and South America
(1996-1999). He is the founder of several non-profit organisations in the educational, cultural, humanitarian, social and religious sectors. Currently, he is facilitating UniOne way of life
through networking of relevant foundations and individuals.
Nili Gilbert, CFA, CAIA
Co-Founder and Portfolio Manager with primary responsibilities
for model development, portfolio construction and management of Matarin’s hedge fund and long-only equity strategies.
Prior to founding Matarin, Nili was a Senior Director and Senior
Research Analyst in the Quantitative Strategies Group at Invesco, where she was responsible for development of the firm’s
global multi-asset models. Additional experience includes work
at the Synergos Institute, an organization aimed at reducing
poverty globally.
Both a CFA and CAIA Charterholder, Nili received her MBA in Finance and Economics from Columbia University, where she was
a Toigo Fellow, and her AB from Harvard University, graduating
magna cum laude in a Special Concentration in Economics and
Social Studies. Nili was selected as a winner of the Toigo Bridge
to Business 2011 award, and as a 100 Women in Hedge Funds
2013 Chartered Alternative Investment Analyst Scholar. Nili
chairs the Finance and Investment Committees of the Board of
Directors of the Synergos Institute. She is also a member of the
Council on Foreign Relations and sits on its International Affairs
Fellows Selection Committee, and is a member of the Economic
Club of New York.

Timea Kalmar
Hungarian lawyer, art collector, philanthropist.
Tímea is a lawyer by profession, graduated from the Lorand
Eotvos University in Budapest. At the beginning of her career
she worked as a corporate lawyer. Later on her passion led her
to different types of activities. She lives in Budapest with her
husband, Gabor Kovacs. They are both involved in the management of the family business among them she led the renovation
works of the listed Ybl Villa in Budapest in cooperation with the
National Heritage Office.
Furthermore she is participating in the charitable KOGART Art
Foundation which has become a respected art institution over
the last decade. The family has one of the biggest classical Hungarian fine art collection.

Darshita Gillies
Co-founder & CEO ‘Blu Dot’ and ‘Ease on Edge’. Exec Committee
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Robert A. Kushen
Chair of the Board of Directors of the ERRC since September 2011.
Mr Kushen served as Executive Director of the ERRC from 2008
until September, 2011. He is engaged in many other initiatives
related to Roma, including as Vice Chair of the Roma Education
Fund Board and as Chair of the Board of the Roma Initiatives Office of the Open Society Institute. Mr Kushen has worked in the
areas of international law, human rights and health and development for over 20 years, holding senior positions in government,
foundations and NGOs. Robert Kushen joined MDAC’s board in
September 2004 and serves as secretary. He holds a J.D. from
Columbia University, a B.A. from Harvard University in Russian
Studies and is the author of a number of publications in the area
of human rights and non-profit law.
Presently, he is the Managing Director of the European Roma
Rights Centre, which engages in legal advocacy on behalf of Roma
throughout Europe and is a member of the New York Bar Association and the Council on Foreign Relations, and serves on the
boards of several non-governmental organisations. Before that,
he was the Executive Director of the Harvard PEPFAR program,
which provided HIV treatment services to over 100,000 patients
in three countries in Africa. From 1996-1999 and 2003-2007, he
held a number of positions at the Open Society Institute, serving
as Deputy Director, Special Counsel and Director of International
Operations.” From 1999 to 2002, he served as Executive Director of Doctors of the World, a non-governmental organisation
committed to addressing health care problems caused by human
rights abuses in the U.S. and around the world. From 1991-1996, he
served in the Office of the Legal Adviser of the U.S. Department of
State, where he worked as counsel to the bureau on counter-terrorism, liaison to the International Criminal Tribunals for Yugoslavia and Rwanda, and negotiated a number of international agreements in the areas of scientific and environmental cooperation.

She also takes a leading role in the charitable Foundation for
the People of Kakasszek through which a high-tech, green, sustainable, smart village is envisaged to be built in the near future.
Her desire is to discover the depth of the human soul. Through
her spiritual journey she has found higher values of living. Both
of them became Awakened at the Oneness University in India
and are Oneness Meditators.
Imad Khalife
OuterTemple Chambers provides bespoke legal services for solicitors, in-house counsel, professional clients and private individuals. Our success is built on sound legal advice and effective
problem-solving, focused wholly on the individual needs of our
clients.
Fostered by an open and diverse culture that makes us easy to
work with, we have 78 barristers spanning all levels of expertise.
Many are highly respected leaders in their respective fields.
Three important qualities combine to make our chambers greater than the sum of its individual parts: Service quality, Open
ethos, Forward thinking
Gábor Kovács
Hungarian banker, businessman, art collector, philanthropist,
founder of KOGART. Following his studies at the Moscow State
Institution for International Relations (MGIMO) between 1975
and 1980 Gábor graduated as international economist. He started his career at the Hungarian National Bank as a member of
the legendary team of that time. Later on he became the first
managing director of Citibank Budapest from 1985 and before
becoming the vice-president of Citibank London. Upon returning back to Hungary in 1991 he decided to indulge his desire
for new challenges and founded Bankár Holding Plc., which he
now heads as president and CEO. Gabor has been purchasing
works of art for twenty five years, with the intention of creating
a collection that offers a worthy representation of the history of
modern Hungarian painting. Covering the period from the early
18th century to the present his private collection is comprised
of nearly 400 pieces. On 8 November 2003, he established the
Gábor Kovács Art Foundation with a donation of 12 million Euro
and opened KOGART House on 20 April 2004. The Foundation’s
collection contains about 2500 art works of Hungarian contemporary masters. A unique exhibition hall in Tihany at Lake Balaton is run by the KOGART. More than 100 highly appreciated
exhibitions were organized by the Foundation all over Hungary
and in a foreign countries and KOGART is an illustrious player
of the Hungarian fine art scene nowadays. Since 2006 Gábor is
member of the Trilateral Commission.

Mian Muhammad Mansha
Prominent Pakistani industrialist and entrepreneur with major
businesses setup in Pakistan. With decades of success to his
credit, he is among the highest tax paying individuals in Pakistan and is officially the richest man in Pakistan.
Mian Muhammad Mansha is a prominent industrialist and entrepreneur who is officially the richest man in Pakistan.
Mian Mansha’s conglomerate greatly benefited from the privatization drive of the 1990s. Through this period, he made a
number of acquisitions and buy-outs, including engineering at
least one hostile takeover. When the dust settled, Mansha had
acquired a controlling position in Adamjee Group, the country’s largest non-life insurer, and D.G. Khan Cement, previously
owned by the Saigol family. While going through these large acquisitions, he was simultaneously expanding his Nishat Textiles
segment, Nishat Textiles is Pakistan’s largest fabric mill.
But all these achievements, perhaps, play third fiddle to Mansha’s master-stroke the acquisition of one of Pakistan’s most
profitable banks, MCB Bank Limited. Competing with several other bidders in a privatization process, there were several
challenges to overcome, but ultimately he persevered. Under
Mian Mansha’s watch, MCB has demonstrated flawless execution, admirable growth and has built one of the premier financial
services management teams in the country.
Mansha has proceeded to venture into new terrain, executing
deals with state-owned WAPDA (Water and Power Distribution
Authority) to sell excess power capacity installed at Nishat’s
various facilities. This led to the founding of Nishat Power, which
is now going from strength to strength his son Qasim Mansha

Lisa Kristine
Humanitarian photographer Lisa Kristine creates more than images, she inspires change.
A master storyteller, Lisa documents indigenous cultures in
more than 100 countries on six continents, instinctively identifying the universal human dignity in all of us. Awakening compassion and igniting action in a worldwide audience with powerful, broad-sweeping images of courage and tender, intimate
portrayals, Lisa elevates significant social causes—such as the
elimination of human slavery and the unification of humanity—
to missions.
Her work resonates in the heart and moves us to act. Best known
for her evocative and saturated use of color, her fine art prints
are among the most sought after and collected in the world.
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Charlotte de Mevius
Belgian Philanthropist.
I was born in Africa in 1958, where my parents had a plantation.
All of my past has been filled with the ideas of “living and learning in nature,” respecting nature, embracing organic agriculture,
and adopting a post petrol attitude.
Some of my different studies include painting, teaching (primary: children from 6 to 12 years old), journalism, and learning languages such as Mandarin, Spanish, German and since last year
Russian. I worked as a Chief Editor, Advertising Producer, and
Graphic Producer in Brussels for 5 years, and then went back
to live on a sheep farm to ground myself and study Mandarin
while taking care of life. I am married, and we have 2 children:
Sophie, 21, and Gregoire, 20. We take care of a farm with a beautiful variety of species: Horses (as partners, counselors, nurses,
patients coming with burnout or other stresses), and organic
cattle. We also hold seminars (only with interesting missions)
and master classes for classical music. My family is a part of AB
Imbev brewery, and I am now also responsible of managing and
giving a purpose to my fortune.

also laying important part in his decisions.
Mian Mohammad Mansha is currently on the board of 45 companies in Pakistan and is one of the most powerful and influential people in the country. He was awarded the Sitara-e-Imtiaz
civil award by President Musharraf on 23 March 2004. One of
Mansha’s companies, Nishat Mills Limited, is the largest exporting entity in Pakistan.
Nabila Maqsood
Author / Image Consultant and Creative stylist; Celebrity Stylist
& Makeup artist in Pakistan Fashion Industry.
Strive Masiyiwa
London-based Zimbabwean businessman, entrepreneur, and
philanthropist. He is the founder and executive chairman of
diversified international telecommunications group Econet
Wireless. He has won numerous accolades and gained international recognition for his business expertise and philanthropy,
and is considered one of Africa’s most generous humanitarians. Masiyiwa has used his wealth to provide scholarships to
over 100,000 young Africans over the past 20 years through
his family foundation. He supports over 40,000 orphans with
educational initiatives, as well as sponsoring students at universities in America, The United Kingdom, and China. Masiyiwa
also funds initiatives in public health and agriculture across the
African continent.

Sayed Modarresi
Faith leader, Theology Lecturer and Author.
Interfaith Relations Secretariat office of Grand Ayatollah
al-Modarresi, Holy City of Karbala, Iraq.
Sayed Mohammad Mahdi Al-Modarressi comes from a family of
scholars which includes supreme religious jurists, or Grand Ayatollahs, such as Grand Ayatollah S. Mohammad Taqi al-Modarresi, one of Iraq’s leading faith leaders of its majority Shi’a population.

Vineet J. Mehra
A firm believer in pro-environment business solutions, Vineet J.
Mehra launched the start-up DOT e-bike service, an Indian organization focused on “reducing carbon footprints across the country”
through its innovative solution framework which focuses on a PPP
model: delivering People, Packages and Promises (this is a promise
to do better for the environment).
Vineet addresses two aspects through DOT: the need for reliable,
consistent, comfortable, efficient and cost effective transport options, especially for last mile connectivity, and the need for efficiency in reaching the desired destination safely, within a prescribed,
reasonable time frame. In a city especially like Delhi/NCR, the high
number of vehicles present often leads to long traffic snarls which
can often make this difficult. The newly introduced e-bikes are
the perfect antidote for both challenges. Combined with transport
solutions which are easier on the environment and work to reduce
carbon emissions, Vineet has ensured that his transport solutions
are both smart and efficient alternate solutions which help to
make urban cities healthier places to live in. The added focus on
ethics and standards of service are ensured by end to end processes within DOT which focus on necessary background checks
for selected drivers for e-bikes, along with necessary training, and
regular checks, with added security measures like GPS devices installed in the e-bikes.

Octovianus Mote
General Secretary of the ULMWP United Liberation Movement
for West Papua (ULMWP). He was also part of the Papuan Peace
Negotiating Team set up after a Peace Conference held in Jayapura, West Papua, in July 2011.
Octovianus is based in the United States and is a Senior Human
Rights Fellow at Yale Law School. He was formerly head of the
Papua Bureau of Kompas, the largest Indonesian daily newspaper. Following a meeting between 100 Papuan leaders (Tim 100)
and Indonesian President B.J. Habibie in 1999, Octovianus was
forced to leave Papua due to death threats from the Indonesian
security services.
Jay Naidoo
Chair of the Board of Directors and Chair of the Partnership
Council of the Global Alliance for Improved Nutrition (GAIN)
headquartered in Geneva and launched at the 2002 UN Summit
on Children as a public private partnership to tackle malnutrition facing 2 billion people in the world. He is the founder of
the social development arm of an investment and management
company, J&J Group, which he co-founded in 2000 in South Africa.
Jay Naidoo has recently joined the Board of the Mo Ibrahim Foundation established to promote African development
through a focus on promoting good governance. He serves in
an advisory capacity for a number of international organizations
including the Broadband Commission of the International Telecommunications Union (ITU) and United Nations Educational,
Scientific and Cultural Organization (UNESCO) and the Lead
Committee of the UNSG on Nutrition. He is the Patron of ‘Scatterlings of Africa’ a paleontological foundation linking archaeological sites across Africa.

Yogesh Mehta
CEO Petrochem Middle East FZE, established in 1995 in the free
zone of Jebel Ali in Dubai, has its own state-of-the-art storage
terminal for bulk and drum chemicals. Established as a partnership with Petrochem UK, the company has grown from strength
to strength and has become one of the largest independent petrochemical distributors in the Middle East. Helped by the Mehta’s
strong leadership, the rapid development of the company soon
led to its expansion overseas and it currently has offices in Dubai,
Jebel Ali, Mumbai, Antwerp and London, as well as an office and
distribution facility in Singapore and China.
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Rev. Dr Betsee Parker
Philanthropist, working with Dr. Jeffrey Sachs and the East and
West African teams to scale-up programs of United Nations
sustainable development goals and public health, agriculture,
and economic solutions across Sub-Saharan Africa, Episcopal
priest, civic benefactor, patron of the arts, poverty eradication,
conservationist, historic preservationist, higher education benefactor, pathology, major sponsor of youth in the United States,
equestrian events at the national level.

Consultative Committee for the Tax Law Improvement Project
from 1994 to 1997 and as a member of the Steering Committee
for the National Review of Standards for the Tax Profession in
1993 and 1994. From 1991 to 1995 he was a member of the National Tax Liaison Group. He is Chairman of STEP Australia, a
member of the STEP World Wide Council and Member Services
and Public Policy Committees and the Committee of the STEP
Contentious Trusts & Estates Special Interest Group, a co-chair
of the Australian Chapter of the International Section of the
New York State Bar Association, and a member of the Executive
Committee of the Section, an Academician of The International
Academy of Estate and Trust Law, a member of The Worshipful Company of Tax Advisers, a member of The Commercial Bar
Association, an Honorary Member of the Taxation Institute of
Hong Kong and a Fellow Member of the Chartered Institute of
Taxation (UK).

Felice Persico
Ernst & Young Global Vice Chair – Assurance.
Felice leads the Global Assurance service line, which is composed of nearly 70,000 people worldwide, and has the overall
responsibility for developing its strategy.
In addition to auditing, his competencies include transaction
support, IPOs, IFRS conversion and SEC filings. Felice joined EY
in 1986 and has served in a wide range of roles in both Europe
and the US, including Assurance Leader for EMEIA, Assurance
COO for EMEIA, Assurance Leader for Italy and the former Continental Western Europe Area and Sector Leader for Technology
and Communication. In addition to auditing, he has experience
of transaction support, IPOs, IFRS conversion and SEC filings.
He still serves as the Global Client Service Partner for several
Global Fortune 500 companies. During Felice’s three-year tenure as EMEIA Assurance leader, he worked extensively with European regulators, and successfully established the Assurance
specialty practices including Fraud Investigation and Dispute
Services (FIDS), Financial Accounting Advisory Services (FAAS)
and Climate Change and Sustainability Services (CCaSS). Felice
is on the Board of several foundations and contributes his time
to various education and not-for-profit organizations.

Daniel Schwartz
Daniel Schwartz is the CEO of Dynamica, Inc., a philanthropic foundation and multi-family office serving some of the world’s leading
philanthropists. He is a co-creator of Arbinet, the world’s largest
telecommunications bandwidth exchange and the former Executive Director of the Elie Wiesel Foundation for Humanity. Listed by
Black Ink, the American Express Centurion cardholders’ magazine,
as one the “25 Most Influential Philanthropists”, Daniel Schwartz is
actively engaged in the non-profit community and serves or has
served on the boards of Synergos, the Porticus Supervisory Board,
the GAVI Campaign, the Arcus Foundation, the Ol Pejeta Conservancy and Sweetwater’s Chimpanzee Sanctuary (Kenya), the Rubin Museum of Art in New York, the Young Presidents’ Organization (YPO), the Chief Executives Organization (CEO), the Friends
of Florence Foundation, Harvard-Radcliffe Hillel, Reboot, Kids
in Distressed Situations (K.I.D.S.), A Blade of Grass, and Sing for
Hope. He is a member of the Clinton Global Initiative, the Council
on Foreign Relations, Chatham House, the International Institute
for Strategic Studies, and of the Synergos Global Philanthropist
Circle, a non-profit organization that addresses global poverty and
social injustice. He has participated in the RAND Organization’s
Russia-US Business Leadership Forum and has served as the cochair of the Harvard College Schools Committee in NYC. He also
serves as a Senior Advisor to the Synergos Institute on Cuba.
As a speaker and author in the areas of effective global philanthropy and foundation asset management, Daniel has moderated
discussion panels and workshops at The UBS Philanthropy Forum,
the World Economic Forum, McKinsey & Co., Harvard University,
Yale University, the Badenweiler Symposium, and at many international YPO conferences.

Philippa Rowen
Pippa Rowen has been the Lay Chaplain to the Bishop of Derby
since 2011. She has an academic background in social research.
Professionally, she worked for a number of years in the House
of Commons, and more recently in the House of Lords. Through
her role for the Bishop of Derby, she has become involved in Anti-Slavery work both nationally and locally. She sits on the Derby and Derbyshire Modern Slavery Partnership Group; co-ordinates anti-slavery events and training for the general public and
front line responders; in association with the International Policing and Justice Institute, she is developing connections with the
business sector; and has established a slavery victims’ support
strategy with the Derbyshire Police organised crime unit.
David Russell QC
David was admitted as a solicitor in 1974, and was first called to
the Bar in 1977. He is also admitted to practise in Australia, the
United States, the Courts of the Dubai International Financial
Centre, New Zealand and Papua New Guinea. He was first appointed Queen’s Counsel in 1986. David has relocated to Dubai
from where he has a global practice including in London, New
York and Abu Dhabi. He also practices in Sydney (Ground Floor
Wentworth Chambers) and Brisbane (Sir Harry Gibbs Chambers) and he is an associate member of Chambers in Auckland
(Shortland Chambers) and Darwin (William Forster Chambers).
He has acted for Commonwealth and State Governments as
well as individuals and corporations. David was President of the
Taxation Institute of Australia from 1993 to 1995, and of the Asia
Oceania Tax Consultants’ Association from 1996 to 2000. He is
a member of the Law Council of Australia Business Law Section
Taxation Committee. He served as a member of the Ministerial

Jack Sim
Founder of World Toilet Organization (WTO), he has been a successful businessman since age 24. Having achieved financial
success in his 40s, Jack felt the need to change his direction
in life and give back to humanity – he wanted to live his life
according to the motto “Live a useful life”. Jack soon left his
business and embarked on a journey that saw him being the
voice for those who cannot speak out and fighting for the dignity, rights and health for the vulnerable and poor worldwide.
Jack discovered that toilets were often neglected and grew
concerned that the topic was often shrouded in embarrassment
and apathy; talking toilets was taboo! Jack felt this led to the
neglect of restrooms island wide. In 1998, he established the
Restroom Association of Singapore (RAS) whose mission was
to raise the standards of public toilets in Singapore and around
the world. In 2001, Jack founded the World Toilet Organization
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(WTO) and four years later, the World Toilet College (WTC) in
2005.
In 2004, Jack was awarded the Singapore Green Plan Award
2012 by Singapore’s National Environment Agency (NEA) for
his contribution to Environment. In 2006, Jack was invited to
launch The German Toilet Organisation in Berlin. He is also a
founding member of American Restroom Association. In 2007,
Jack became one of the key members to convene the Sustainable Sanitation Alliance (SuSanA) comprised of over 130 organisations active in the sanitation sector. Jack is also an Ashoka
Global Fellow and in 2008 was named Hero of the Environment
by Time Magazine. Jack also sits in the World Economic Forum’s
Global Agenda Councils (GAC) for Water Security and also the
GAC for Social Entrepreneurship.

Katarina takes a particular interest in matters relating to medical ethics and mental capacity. In 2013, she appeared in the Supreme Court as junior counsel on behalf of the intervener in the
assisted suicide appeals of R (Nicklinson & Lamb) v Ministry of
Justice and R (AM) v Director of Public Prosecutions. More recently, she has acted on behalf of the Official Solicitor in several
social welfare cases in the Court of Protection.
Terry Tennens
International Justice Mission UK was established in 2006 by
Terry Tennens and is one of five partner offices that share in
IJM’s global mission (with other offices in Australia, Canada,
Germany and the Nertherlands).
Our role is to fuel the global justice movement by drawing the
world’s attention to everyday violence, influencing leaders to
become champions for protecting the poor and rallying all people of good will to the fight.
Based in England, Northern Ireland and Scotland, we apply IJM’s
unique global experience to strengthen the UK justice system
and encourage the UK – including the government, the Church
and a new generation – to lead the way in addressing everyday
violence, both globally and locally.

Dr. Noaman Sanni, M.D.
Dr. Noaman Sanni completed his ophthalmology residency at the
prestigious University of Chicago Hospitals where he had the honor of being selected as Chief Resident. He went on to do his Cornea
and Refractive Surgery Fellowship under some of the pioneers in
the field at St. Louis University, Anheuser-Busch Eye Institute. Before starting in ophthalmology, Dr. Sanni completed three years of
training in internal medicine. Dr. Sanni was one of the first surgeons
performing Lasik and Intacs in the Syracuse and Watertown areas.
His fellowship in refractive surgery gives Dr. Sanni a distinct advantage over other surgeons in the area.

Adolfo Vannucci
Adolfo Vannucci has an Honours Degree in Economics and
Commerce.
His current positions are: President of Si-Società Internazionale
S.p.A., Chimitrade, Romital Srl and West Systems Srl, Member of
the board of Ch&f Bertolini, Simpgas Srl, Vali Srl and ISTAO. In
April 2015 he was appointed President of the Santa Cecilia Conservatory in Rome. He previously served as Managing Director
of Ies S.p.A. and Shareholder and Managing Director of Cameli
Petroli.
Mr Vannucci is also involved in several humanitarian activities.
He used to be the trustee of RFK and is the Founder and President of “Scuola, Lavoro, Felicità Onlus”, Vice President of the
Eduardo Vargas Memorial Foundation, Platinum Donor Member
of Fondazione EXPO 2015, supporter of Emergency and City
Angels, and Board Member and trustee of Fondazione Umberto
Veronesi’s “Science for Peace” initiative.

Casey Supple
Casey is the Director of Funding Initiatives for Columbia University’s Earth Institute (EI), a global platform for addressing vital world
issues such as climate change, poverty, peace and sustainability.
In this role, Casey serves as the Chief Development Officer with
Dr. Jeffrey Sachs, Director of the EI and UN Special Advisor to the
Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs), to lead the effort to raise
support for the SDGs through high level and strategic global philanthropic partnerships with individuals, corporations, and foundations. Casey advises philanthropists on aligning their passion with
impactful giving, manages annual revenues of $20M at EI with a
team of 13, and specializes in transformational gifts for organizations. Casey has won awards for her work in higher education
philanthropy.
Complimenting her passion for global philanthropic pursuits, Casey
completed an intensive training to become a certified Meditation
and Mindfulness Instructor. She currently creates programs for
high performing individuals who want to incorporate mindfulness
into their everyday life. Casey also develops innovative curriculum
and classes for startups in this marketplace. She has travelled the
world deepening and applying her knowledge in meditation and
the neuroscience behind spirituality and happiness. Additionally,
she has served on several women’s healthcare nonprofit boards.
Casey studied spiritual development at Columbia University; global
philanthropy at NYU; received a Masters from Northeastern University’s School of Public Policy and Urban Affairs and a Bachelors
degree from the UCLA.
Katarina Sydow
Katarina accepts instruction in all areas of Chambers’ practice
with a focus on personal injury, medical and public law. She has
recently returned to Chambers after being seconded to the Financial Conduct Authority for 8 months, where she specialised
in EU and public law. Her experience included assisting in the
transposition of the ADR Directive, amending the FCA Handbook and coordinating the FCA’s response to a claim for judicial
review.

Facilitator
Riz Khan
Is a British television news reporter and interviewer. From
2006 until April 2011 he hosted his own eponymous television show on Al Jazeera English. He first rose to prominence
while working for the BBC and CNN.
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Seat of the Pontifical Academy
of Social Sciences

Vatican City State

Casina Pio IV

The ‘Sant’Anna’ gate

The ‘Perugino’ gate
The ‘Sant’Uffizio’ gate

•
•

•
•
•

•
•

The Forum venue is the Casina Pio IV, headquarters of the Pontifical Academies of Sciences and
Social Sciences, located inside the Vatican City State.
Please access the Vatican City through the gate (entrance) called Sant’Uffizio, otherwise known as
Petriano, to reach the Pontifical Academy of Social Sciences. Please be informed that the Academy
is located about 1.5 km uphill from the Sant’Uffizio gate. Taxis are allowed to bring you up to the
Academy and the nearest taxi stand to the Sant’Uffizio gate is located just outside the Vatican in
Largo degli Alicorni.
Arrival time is at 08:30AM, and the event starts at 09:00AM.
For security reasons you are asked not to roam inside the Vatican gardens.
Security protocol: the Academy informs the Authorities, the Swiss Guards and the Gendarmes
of the events held at the Academy with the complete list of the invitee names. Please bring your
passport or ID with you for identification purposes.
Dress attire is smart or formal.
Light refreshments will be available in the foyer during the course of the Forum.

The Pontifical Academies of Sciences and Social Sciences
Casina Pio IV - Vatican City
+39 06 698 814 41
pass@pass.va
www.pass.va

@casinapioIV @nonservos
Instagram.com/nonservos
facebook.com/nonservos
17/3/16 - v.16

